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APPLICATION FOR 
CONSIDERATION: 
 

DENBURY AND TORBRYAN - 14/02561/FUL -  Land At 
Greenhill Lane, Denbury - Creation of a new access 
onto Greenhill Lane and the construction of three self-
build dwellings 
 

APPLICANT: Bramley Homes (SW) Ltd 
 
1. REASON FOR REPORT 
 

Councillor Smith has requested that the application be presented to the Planning 
Committee if Officers are minded to approve given that he considers that it conflicts 
with Policy S21 (Villages) of the Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2033.  

 
2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
 PERMISSION BE GRANTED subject to the following conditions: 

1. Standard 3 year time limit for the commencement of development 
2. Development to be carried out in accordance with the approved plans 
3. Submission of external materials 
4. Submission of a construction management plan 
5. Method statement for the re-building of the boundary walls to include details of 

bond and joints  
6. Programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of 

investigation 
7. Access and parking and turning to be provided prior to first occupation and to be 

retained in perpetuity for those purposes 
8. Details of fascias, soffits and window and door details to be submitted 
9. Rooflights to be flush fitting 
10. Slates to be fixed using nails and not clips 
11. Surface water to be dealt with via on site soakaways 
12. Removal of Permitted Development Rights 

 
3. DESCRIPTION 
 
3.1 The site lies just outside the Denbury Conservation Area with the south eastern 

boundary of the development site, a visually pleasing stone wall, comprising the 
boundary of the Conservation Area. The site is roughly square in shape and 0.2 
hectares in size. It lies within the settlement limits of the village. The site lies in 
close proximity to a number of listed buildings.  The site is served by a single 
access off of Greeenhill Lane. The site is relatively flat and without any significant 



 

 

 

features apart from the stone boundary walls. There is no recent planning history 
relating to this site but outline permission for three detached dwellings in a cul-de-
sac arrangement was granted approval, with an access off East Street under 
reference 89/03063/OUT. 

 
3.2 Denbury is identified in Policy S21 of the Teignbridge Local Plan as being a location 

where there is close access to a shop, public house, school, daily public transport 
services, and to that end is an appropriate location for limited development which 
meets its social and economic needs but protects its rural character and is 
consistent with the need to minimise travel. In terms of housing provision emphasis 
in such areas will be on the provision of affordable housing.  

 
3.3 This scheme was originally submitted as an open-market scheme of three detached 

dwellings with associated parking, gardens and access. However, partly due to the 
viability of the site in relation to the CIL requirements and partly in response to the 
concerns raised by the Ward Councillor the scheme is now proposing three self-
build detached dwellings. The Agent has indicated that he has been in discussions 
with a number of local residents and some from the surrounding area who would be 
interested in the self-build scheme. Details, which are confidential, have been 
provided.  

 
3.4 There appear to be three main areas for detailed consideration. Firstly the principle 

of whether this proposal suitably addresses the requirements of Policy S21; 
secondly, the implications on the local highway network; and, thirdly, the impact on 
the character and appearance of the Conservation Area and the nearby listed 
buildings.  

 
3.5 Compliance with Policy S21  
 

The main thrust of Policy S21 has already been set out in the earlier section of the 
report and will not be repeated here. Paragraph 2.51 of the Local Plan expands on 
this by clarifying that there are no specific proposals in the plan for the villages. 
Instead, subject to retaining local services, small scale proposals which meet the 
local needs and conform to policy should continue to come forward. Therefore 
whilst emphasis is on affordable housing this policy does not seek to exclude all 
other types of residential development as long as it can be shown to meet local 
needs. Housing Services have been consulted along with Policy who hold a record 
of self-builders to establish if there is a local need within this area. It is confirmed 
that there are three self-builders registered in the Denbury area. The agent has 
provided details of two current residents of Denbury and one from Bickington who 
are interested in these dwellings as self-build schemes.  

 
3.6 Local Highway Network 
 
 Local residents have raised concerns about the nature of the junction of Greenhill 

Lane and East Street and the narrowness of Greenhill Lane. Listed buildings lie 
adjacent to the junction and have in the past suffered damaged from vehicles 
turning into this lane. As such there are concerns as to the nature of vehicles 
associated with the construction phase and whether these will damage the 
surrounding properties. This matter has been discussed with the Highways 



 

 

 

Engineer and it is considered that a Construction Management Plan should be 
conditioned for submission which would enable the nature of vehicles associated 
with this stage to be carefully controlled. 

 
3.7 Having driven along Greenhill Lane its narrowness was duly noted along with a lack 

of passing places. Local residents are concerned that the additional dwellings will 
lead to a greater number of vehicles using this lane to the detriment of highway 
safety. Again these matters were discussed with the Highways Engineer who, whilst 
noting these comments, did not consider there to be an impact such that would 
warrant a refusal. Her comments can be seen in the consultation section below. 
The concerns raised by local residents are fully appreciated but without the support 
of the Highways Engineer it is not considered that a reason for refusal on highway 
safety grounds could be substantiated and robustly defended.  

 
3.8 Impact on the Conservation Area and Listed Buildings 
 
 The site itself lies outside the Conservation Area but the pleasing stone boundary 

wall which runs along the south eastern boundary of the site does form the 
boundary of the Conservation Area and it is clear that the Conservation Area has 
been extended up Greenhill Lane as a direct response to this feature. There is 
already a small access point but it is proposed to widen this to give improved 
visibility and access. This original scheme has been revised to allow the functional 
minimum from a highways safety view point to be provided which sees the minimum 
possible disturbance. It will however have a visual impact and the Conservation 
Officer indicates that this would be to the detriment of the Conservation Area.  The 
existing access is narrow and it is highly likely that given that the site lies within the 
settlement limits that it will be the subject of development proposals in the future if 
this is not successful. It is unlikely that the current access could easily serve any 
future use even if this were not residential. For example the narrow nature would 
mean that vehicles associated with agricultural activity or the keeping of horses 
would potentially struggle, seeing a need for an increase in the access. On balance 
whilst the alterations to the wall will have some detriment it is not considered that 
this would lead to a significant impact on this heritage asset especially when 
considered against the provision of housing.  

 
3.9 The Conservation Officer raises concerns about the form of the development, being 

in the form of a simple cul-de-sac. Whilst it is recognised that this is perhaps a more 
modern design approach than the linear development within the central area of the 
Conservation Area it is noted that there are other more sizeable cul-de-sac 
developments in Denbury, Down View Road, Fair View Road and Moorland 
Avenue, all of which adjoin the Conservation Area in part and the smaller cul-de-sac 
of three at Court Park. This is a small development of three dwellings which are 
sympathetically arranged around a central access. It is not considered that this 
could be argued to have such a detrimental impact upon the character of the 
adjacent Conservation Area as to warrant a refusal. Whilst the Conservation Area is 
clearly of linear form the developments surrounding it are not based on such a 
traditional design pattern. The suggested materials are of good quality such as slate 
roofs and it is considered that the materials for the wider site can be controlled by 
way of a soft and hard landscaping condition.  

 



 

 

 

3.10 With regard to listed buildings there are two of importance, the grade I listed St 
Mary’s Church, and Rose Cottage. The comments made by the Conservation 
Officer are duly noted. It would appear that there is no direct impact on the listed 
buildings themselves as inter-visibility is limited although the church can be seen 
from the site. The main impact is on the Conservation Area which of course forms 
part of the setting of these listed building but this point has already been addressed.  

 
3.11 Other matters 
 
 Concerns have been raised about potential loss of privacy. The closest property is 

Greenhill Gardens.  This is a chalet bungalow which pretty much adjoins the shared 
boundary with the development site. Plot 2 has been designed so that there would 
be no windows at first floor level on the main elevation fronting this site and that the 
first floor windows on the front elevation would not allow for direct overlooking given 
the slight rotation of plot 2. As such it is not considered that there would be 
significant impact upon the privacy of neighbouring residents.  

 
3.12 The comments made by the Conservation Officer in relation to the materials are 

noted. It is considered important to ensure a strong roof form and a slate sample 
will be required and this shall be fixed using nails not clips. However, it is not 
considered that there would be any objection to the use of upvc on the casements 
or fascias but details have been conditioned to ensure good quality detailing.  
Permitted Development Rights will be removed given that the site is adjacent to the 
Conservation Area and the rear of the properties would be readily visible from the 
public domain and additional extensions and outbuildings would potentially have a 
negative visual impact.  

 
4. POLICY DOCUMENTS 
 
 Teignbridge Local Plan 2013-2033  
 S1A (Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development) 

S1 (Sustainable Development Criteria) 
S2 (Quality Development) 
S21 (Villages) 
EN5 (Heritage Assets) 
 
National Planning Policy Framework 
 
National Planning Practice Guidance 

 
5. CONSULTEES 
 
 Conservation Officer - The character of buildings along East Street, Denbury is of 

rendered and painted stonework terraced or individual buildings with slate roofs that 
follow the pattern of the street and front tightly onto it.  Greenhill Lane also follows 
this pattern with the historic buildings at the junction of East Street and Greenhill 
Lane but widens out a little with the more modern dwellings.  There has been an 
obvious attempt to continue the pattern of tight grouping with the more modern 
dwellings in Greenhill Lane and to follow its linear development.  The proposed 



 

 

 

layout of detached houses with detached garages does not follow this established 
pattern and does not respect the historic character of the area.      

 
 The historic boundary walls to the site lie within the Conservation Area though the 

main body of the site does not; they are constructed of fairly tightly jointed slips of 
limestone with rounded top and along Greenhill Lane they are a strong feature of 
the Conservation Area.  They continue beyond the site to form the tightly winding 
Greenhill Lane and their loss to form a visibility splay and access will be a loss to 
the Conservation Area.  The hatched area on the walls of the revised proposed site 
layout has minimised the degree of loss.       

 The Grade I listed Church of St Mary the Virgin is close by and visible from 
Greenhill Lane.  Any development of this site would undoubtedly affect the setting 
of the Conservation area but to a lesser degree the setting of the Church.  The 
proposed cul-de-sac form does not respect the linear layout of Old Schoolhouse 
and Rose Cottage.      

 The proposed development is as a cul-de-sac form which is alien to the form of 
linear development of this area; there is no attempt to follow the pattern of 
development already there and it is very urban in style.  Although the photographs 
of houses show gravel areas, the site plan indicates tarmac road surface with 
concrete edges.  Local houses also in general have higher chimney stacks.  The 
courtyard arrangement at Southfield, Harmony Cottage and Court Place appears 
more successful. 

 If the application is agreed I would recommend conditions:  

 To agree the materials of fenestration, cills and bargeboards as they are proposed 
with UPVC windows and concrete cills  

 A materials condition to agree the type of natural slate and hips – Green slate may 
not be acceptable as the area is more blue slate. 

 External floor surface treatment 

 Irrespective of the plan and elevation provided an agreement that the walls to be 
rebuilt will be to match the material, narrow bond and joints of adjoining walls.   

 Devon County Council (Archaeology) - The proposed development lies in an area 
of archaeological potential on the edge of the historic core of the village.  The mid-
19th century Tithe Map shows there to be three cottages fronting onto East Street 
to the north of the application area.  These dwellings appear to have been 
demolished sometime in the late 19th century.  The dates of these cottages is not 
known but may be of some antiquity, the application area lies within the orchard to 
the rear of these buildings and may contain artefactual or archaeological deposits 
associated with the earlier settlement here.  The dwellings to the west of the 
application area, Stone Court and Greenhill Gardens, appear from the map 
evidence to lie on the sites of earlier buildings that once fronted onto the road. 

Given the apparent contraction and remodelling of the historic settlement in this 
area and the potential for the proposed development to expose archaeological and 
artefactual deposits associated with the historic settlement here, I would advise, in 



 

 

 

accordance with paragraph 141 of the National Planning Policy Framework (2012), 
that any consent your Authority may be minded to issue should carry the condition 
as worded below, based on model Condition 55 as set out in Appendix A of Circular 
11/95, whereby: 

No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the implementation 
of a programme of archaeological work in accordance with a written scheme of 
investigation which has been submitted by the applicant and approved by the 
Planning Authority. 

The development shall be carried out at all times in strict accordance with the 
approved scheme, or such other details as may be subsequently agreed in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority. 

Reason: To ensure that an appropriate record is made of archaeological evidence 
that may be affected by the development. 

I would envisage a suitable programme of work as taking the form of a staged 
programme of archaeological investigation commencing with the excavation of a 
series of evaluative trenches to determine the presence and significance of any 
archaeological remains.  The results of this initial stage of work would enable the 
requirement and scope of any further archaeological mitigation to be understood 
and implemented in advance of or during construction works.  The results of the 
fieldwork and any post-excavation analysis undertaken would need to be presented 
in an appropriately detailed and illustrated report. 

 Devon County Council (Highways) - The application is for three dwellings, with a 
new access onto Greenhill Lane. Greenhill Lane is narrow and lightly trafficked. 

 
The visibility from the access is approximately 17 metres to the centre of Greenhill 
Lane. This is considered to be acceptable for the speeds of Greenhill Lane and 
considering the width of the road. The junction of Greenhill Lane and East Street 
has restricted visibility. This is characteristic of the village and will encourage lower 
speeds. It is not considered that additional vehicles associated with the proposed 
dwellings using this junction will be a safety concern. 

 
The layout shown on the plan provides sufficient parking and turning facilities. The 
drive has an area which is of a sufficient width for two cars to pass, helping to limit 
any impact on the highway.  
 
Additional comments regarding construction:  
 
Whilst I still consider the proposals can be accommodated on the highway network, 
I think it would be helpful to have a condition for a Construction Traffic Management 
Plan to minimise the impact of construction vehicles. 
 
Additional comments regarding access point: 

 



 

 

 

I think there are a couple of things that could be done.  At the moment the plan 

shows a standard splay for 15mph speeds.  I would be happy to accept speeds of 
12mph, which would mean instead of 17 metres visibility, it would be 14 metres in 
each direction.  It looks like the current plan measures the visibility to the centre of 
the road, which is acceptable for a single lane road.  I would also be happy to 
accept a 2 metres x distance rather than the standard 2.4 metres given low flows 
on Greenhill Lane. 

 Environmental Health (Contaminated Land) - The contamination assessment on 
this application indicates that there is no significant risk. I have no objection to the 
proposal. 

 
6. REPRESENTATIONS 
 
 7 representations have been made. 6 objections and 1 letter of comment. The 

following planning matters were raised:  
1. Concerns about highway safety during construction period 
2. Concerns about disturbance to amenity during construction from noise, dust 

and mud 
3. Concerns about external lights 
4. Greenhill Lane is too narrow for all the additional vehicular movements, this 

would be to the detriment of highway safety 
5. Visibility and lack of passing places makes Greenhill Lane already difficult to 

navigate, this would compound the problem 
6. Greenhill Lane not suitable for wide vehicles and damage has already been 

done to the listed building adjacent to the junction into Greenhill Lane 
7. Concern about loss of privacy 
8. Will alter Conservation Area 

 
7. PARISH COUNCIL’S COMMENTS 
 
 The Parish Council object to this application. 

  
We have many concerns about the access onto Greenhill Lane, the visibility splay 
does not give sufficient sightlines for people using the access on an already narrow 
road where many homes have already been damaged because of larger traffic. 
Although the site is not within the Conservation Area it is adjacent to it and the 
materials suggested to be used on the homes do not comply with Conservation 
Area specifications.  

 
8. COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY 

 
The CIL liability for this development is £126,800. The developer is proposing to 
claim self-build exemption. If the criteria for self-build exemption are adhered to, no 
CIL will be payable. 

 
WARD MEMBERS:   Councillors Colclough and Smith, Ambrook 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 


